Why Do Instructors Use PlayPosit?

Interactive video is...
three times as effective as standard video - learners explore and apply new material at their own pace in a digital setting.

- **Effortless authorship**
  Our editing platform allows instructors to enrich video content with a variety of powerful interactions ranging from multiple-choice questions to graded fill-in-the-blanks.

- **Accountable tracking**
  Receive immediate, accessible data (both performance and behavior-based) to effectively remediate concepts, automatically assign grades, and address deficiencies.

- **Learner engagement**
  Interactive features mirror the traditional classroom experience and learners receive feedback to increase long-term retention, tripling learning efficacy over standard video.

- **Seamless workflow**
  Sync rosters, create and assign impactful video experiences, enrich your flipped classroom, and streamline tedious grading.
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